WE LOST OUR SHIRT ON REPLACEMENT PARTS LAST YEAR
While At The Same Time Achieving Record CAROCHO Sales

We knew you'd enjoy hearing our bad news. It's good news for you, of course. Now... when we say we build the finest golf car in the world, we can point with pride to the big decrease in our parts department business. Our sturdy aluminum frame has the strength of steel without the battery-draining weight of steel. We have built CAROCHO so close to trouble-free, we expect to see our parts department business fall off even more during 1973.

Write us for a demonstration. Our 1973 CAROCHO four-wheel electric golf car is our best salesman and the finest advertisement we could write. We invite you to wring out a CAROCHO on your own course and sell yourself.

Caroche
What a Golf Car Should Be
203 NORTON ST. • P.O. BOX 897
AUGUSTA, GA. 30903 (404) 798-8687

We'd like a CAROCHO Demonstration.
NAME
CLUB
ADDRESS
CITY_____COUNTY_____
STATE_______ZIP_____

Limited Number of Dealerships Available... Write for Details.

It is our progress in the golf car field that enables us to build America's first legal and licenseable electric automobile—the VANGUARD sports coupe—obtaining up to 53 miles per battery charge at a speed of 28 mph.
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NEW MILORGANITE
SOIL SAMPLER

by Standard Manufacturing Company

This is the easy and simple way to collect soil samples. You just push down on the handle. A 2” probe pushes the core into the cup. When the cup is full, you have enough soil from the area being sampled. Different areas (greens, tees, fairways, etc.) or different soil types should be sampled separately.

The Milorganite Soil Sampler will assure uniform sample depth. The small diameter of the probe will not make unsightly holes in turf surface. Each golf course can easily use at least one soil sampler. This particular unit has been thoroughly field tested and proved under varying conditions.

The samplers can be purchased from your Milorganite Distributor at nominal cost. He will furnish the necessary Soil Sample bags and ship the samples to the Laboratory at no cost to you.
Armed with 35 acres, 22 years experience as a superintendent and his own ingenuity, Bill Lyons created a “gem” of a golf course. It embodies scores of valuable ideas for superintendents and other club administrators—by Jerry A. Olson

After 22 years as a golf course superintendent, Bill Lyons retired—to run his own golf course. While serving as superintendent at the prestigious Firestone CC, Akron, Ohio, he saved his money and in 1950 bought a 65-acre parcel of land in Canef Fulton, Ohio.

Still holding his position at Firestone, Lyons and his wife, Lucile, spent their spare time clearing the land for the new course. It took them 12 years, until 1962, when the first nine holes were ready for play and opened to the public.

“I wanted to build a family golf course,” Lyons says, “that both men and women of all ages would enjoy and still be challenged.”

The immaculately groomed nine holes attracted golfers and nature lovers. “A golfer can bring his family out here and everyone enjoys the atmosphere,” he says. “For those people who don’t play golf, there is plenty of room for them to just study nature—flowers, 50 kinds of trees, many birds and different kinds of grasses.”

But at Lyons Den, it isn’t just “grass.” Lyons is the originator of the Nimisila bentgrass, now in use on greens at over 100 golf courses throughout the United States. He hunted for and found a bentgrass that would begin to grow before the ice left the soil. That made it a great competitor to Poa annua. Nimisila also grows well all season and is the last bent to go off color in late fall. Moreover its putting quality is superior. “With 725 blades of grass per square inch, and less grain than coarse bents, it has to be a superior strain,” says Lyons.

Another reason Lyons Den is in such superb condition is due to Lyons’ expertise in greens construction and feeding. “There are several methods for feeding greens, and each is successful if carried out properly,” says Lyons. The key is understanding the method by which a plant takes up nutrients. Ninety-five per cent of all the nutrients taken up by a grass plant are absorbed from the soil solution, he continues. “Water soluble chemicals are the key. If these chemicals are applied in water and then thoroughly and immediately washed down, you not only reduce maintenance time, but allow the nutrients to get into the plant quicker. Within a couple of hours you can see the effect.

“As we approach the season when the greens get the ‘hots,’ we want our greens starved for nitrogen, so we seldom apply more than one-quarter pound active N (per 1,000 square feet) at a feeding. This gives the plants a seven to 10 day

continued
supply. Controlled feeding aids in controlling diseases. We applied fungicide only three times last year. Also,” he continues, “never apply an ammonium-based nitrogen without applying an equal quantity of potash, because the ammonia will only deplete and leach out the potash already in the soil.”

How can a superintendent gauge the condition of his greens?

“For less than $10, Lyons responds, “a superintendent can purchase a leaf testing kit from Urbana Laboratories, Urbana, Ill., and in one minute can test the clippings. The superintendent can then use his judgement and apply the proper nutrients. Without this $10 worth of insurance, wouldn’t the course superintendent just be guessing?”

For construction of his greens on the second nine, covering almost 3,000 yards over 50 acres, Lyons used the Four Pore System, the first step of which consists of laying a native clay base that expands and contracts as the moisture content of the soil varies. Next, four-inch clay tile, laid to grade, ties into the main drainage system. The tile lines are spaced at parallel, 10-foot intervals. In the third step, Number 67X gravel covers the clay tile and base of the green to a minimum of four inches to a maximum of 18 inches, as needed over the tile lines. Just before the greens mix is applied, the edge of the green in lined with eight or 10 mil plastic. Then, the final step, is the placement of the Plant Growth Medium (PGM), a registered, USGA-tested and approved material, consisting of eight parts concrete sand, one part powdered clay and one part fine peat moss, blended by a special slow process. Each sand particle is clay coated, making it chemically active. Finally, the Nimisila bentgrass is planted. Roots in the alkaline PGM mix quickly extend 12 inches into the gravel and stay that way all summer.

“Greens built over the Four Pore System require less water than other greens,” says Lyons. “We water only about six times a year. Water is actually held up in the PGM by the gravel until the PGM reaches 100 per cent saturation, then it is just like a valve opening. All the water the plant cannot use, is let out automatically. Within minutes after a sudden storm, the greens are ready for play without the danger of destroying the soil pores in which the roots live.”

Lyons estimates that the cost of materials to build his greens runs about $2 a square foot, which “is cheap compared to the rug on the clubhouse floor. I ask you which will last longer?”

The success enjoyed by Lyons Den cannot be attributed solely to Lyons. His family helps operate the course. Lucile handles the modest clubhouse and snack bar, sons Bill Jr. and Carlos handle the maintenance chores on the course and their wives help run the clubhouse. Lyons’ only outside labor costs were always finishing up in near darkness, so we experimented with lights on the last hole. It paid off for us, and so we are lighting the next to last holes. It would have been too costly to light the whole course, and we didn’t have that great a demand that late, but this additional convenience has already paid for itself.”

One major and novel undertaking by Lyons was the restoration of the six lakes on his property.

“Eutrophication had created scummy water, which was a breeding ground for mosquitoes. In our case, we use the water to irrigate the course, so I couldn’t use some of the algaecides now on the market. Some superintendents fail to recognize,” Lyons points out, “that some algaecides have copper as their basic ingredient, and greens are very sensitive to copper. A superintendent can end up destroying his greens if he uses the same water for irrigation. You have to watch what you dump into your water supply to control weeds and algae.”

Lyons experimented with the Air-Aqua system, made by Hinde Engineering Company, Crystal Lake, Ill. The system raised the oxygen level far above that required for raising trout in the two-acre lake. Water temperature, even in winter, was 36 degrees F. at top and bottom. No freezing. Basically, a lead weighted tube with very small holes, spaced about 12 inches apart, is laid in the deep part of the lake. Then a compressor pumps air into the lake, which rises, making it look as if it were boiling. Because eutrophication is caused by a lack of oxygen, by adding oxygen, weeds and algae are reduced.

Now with an attractive, healthy lake, Lyons has stocked fish and added a feeding program. Bass grew from June eggs to six inches by September. He plans to add lighting to the lake and open it up for fishing from 8 to 12 p.m., when golfers are not using the course. It may sound like a harebrained scheme,” Lyons says, “but you’d be surprised at the number of fathers who will bring their family out here for an evening of fishing.”

Lyons also keeps a flock of tame mallards ducks on his lake.
Now there's a fourth for golf course irrigation.

The "big three" are going to have to make room for a fourth. Weather-matic.
The leader in quality commercial and residential installations is now a contender in golf course irrigation. And it meets the exacting standards that Weather-matic requires in all its products and engineering.
Now, the same quality system that keeps your club president's home landscaping green and lush is available for your golf course. We've added a new line of rotary impulse heads — the K-60, K-70 and K-80. We offer the most versatile, yet uncomplicated, central control system on the market — the Weather-matic Command-Satellite; and our Electro-Valve has a long and proven record of reliability.
This time, check us out too. With Weather-matic, the measurable difference is quality. Send in coupon, or call, for free Golf Course Planning Portfolio.

---

LAWN AND TURF SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

☐ Please furnish me a copy of your Golf Course Irrigation Planning Portfolio.

Name

Club

Address

City _________ State _________ Zip _________

Phone _________

P. O. Box 18205 / Dallas, Texas 75218 / (214) 278-6131
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which not only adds interest to the setting, but helps control weed and algae growth.

One of the major and unforeseen problems Lyons has encountered, along with other golf course owners in the area has been taxes. "In 1960, we were building the number four green, and I wanted to put in a sand trap. While we were digging, the tax appraiser walked up and said it was going to cost me an additional $500 in appraised valuation. I said, 'Boys, fill it in.' The year after the completion of the course, we got our tax bill. It was five times higher than the assessment on the farm across the street. I kept saying to myself, why should I be penalized by five times higher taxes than the playboy farmer across the street who raises horses for his own enjoyment? I questioned the tax people and found out that in Ohio the tax laws did not mention recreation. The laws were written when people worked 10 to 12 hours a day. Land was classified as agricultural, residential, commercial or manufacturing. This was a loophole for the county auditor," Lyons explains. "They slapped us with a commercial tag on our entire acreage, and we had no recourse. He wouldn't classify us a agricultural."

Lyons, determined to change the situation, embarked on a campaign with other golf course owners in the area to establish green belt legislation.

He helped form the Ohio Outdoor Recreation Assn. and served as its first president. His initial crusade resulted in the passage of a bill putting Ohio on Daylight Savings Time. This allowed local working people extra time to utilize the golf course and increased the number of golf leagues.

More important was the push for green belt legislation. "It took six years for ORA to get the legislation passed through both the senate and house and signed by the governor, only to have the Ohio supreme court rule it unconstitutional."

Will Bill Lyons ever retire? "I guess I'm a glutton for punishment," he responds. "There is something about working with nature, feeling the earth between your hands and watching nature at work. I guess that's what living is all about, and no man should retire from that."
Wherever golf is played...

Par Aide matched furniture makes the big difference in appearance and comfort. End frames are cast of high grade non-corrosive aluminum alloy. Back and seat slats are grade "A" treated redwood. Wide choice of end frame colors. High impact plastic covering on boards is optional.
SEE SATOH RUN!


Satoh. The big/little 25 hp gasoline tractor that can do. Anything! With a complete line of custom-designed implements.

For the name of your nearest dealer or more information write:

NEDA
P. O. Box 5025, Dept. G-573
Richmond, Virginia 23220
Yes. Send me more information about the
Satoh S-650 G, 25 hp gasoline tractor

Name: ........................................
Firm: ........................................
Title: ........................................
Address: ....................................
City: ........................................ State: ............ Zip: ..............

Satoh Tractors are distributed nationally through the members of the National Equipment Distributors Association.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LAWS: IS YOUR CLUB EXEMPT?

Many clubs today are thinking about giving up their non-profit status and bringing in more non-member business. They must, however, consider all the ramifications of this move—not the least of which are the Equal Opportunity statutes.

by JACK JANETATOS

Officials of many clubs are wondering if their facilities can any longer “afford” a tax-exempt status. As reported in the April issue of GOLFDOM (“Presidents and Owners: How Do They Run Their Clubs?” p. 27), a survey revealed that 34 per cent of the presidents of member-owned private clubs felt the 5 per cent guideline on income from outside business has hampered their clubs’ revenue earning potential, and 54 per cent said their clubs are forced to refuse such business. In addition, 25 per cent of the presidents indicated that their clubs have considered giving up their non-profit exemption to reap the revenue from non-member business.

However, for clubs “toying” with such a serious step, it is advised that they consider all the ramifications—not the least of which is dealing with the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964.

This act was an important and far-reaching piece of legislation, which caused vast changes in many areas of American life. The Public Accommodations Title of the act effectively desegregated restaurants, hotels and all other forms of public accommodations. As much as was possible in a practical sense, Congress sought to bring Jim Crow to an end. As part of the same act, Congress included Title VII in order to give equal employment opportunity to all citizens without regard to race, color, religion or national origin.

Private clubs were exempted from both the public accommodations and equal employment opportunity sections of the act. There is no need to go into the reasons for the exemption here, but there may be some value in looking at the exemptions with some small precision.

The exemption from the Public Accommodations Title is granted to all clubs if they are “not in fact open to the public.” Congress obviously intended by this broad language to give a wide latitude for court interpretation. The concern was that the facilities that Congress wanted desegregated would seek refuge from the law under the private club exemption. The courts had little difficulty with the problem, and in a few short years the sham organizations were separated from the bona fide clubs.

The exemption from the Equal Employment Opportunity Title was somewhat more narrowly drawn to provide an exemption only for clubs that were exempt from the Federal income tax. Thus, a club that is not exempt from tax under section 501(c) (7) of the Internal Revenue Code is not exempt from the equal employment opportunity rules whether it is open to the public or not. Clearly, any club that is tax exempt will qualify for exemption from the Public Accommodations Title; it would not be possible to have a club that is tax exempt and yet have it found to be “in fact open to the public.” But the reverse situation is different. It is possible to have a club that is taxable yet is not “in fact open to the public.”

The majority of private golf clubs in the United States are tax exempt and, therefore, exempted from the equal employment opportunity provisions. Yet, the minority of clubs that do not have tax exemption and thus are covered by the employment rules still constitute a rather large number. These non-exempt clubs should be concerned with the equal employment opportunity provisions.

Those clubs not qualifying for exemption are prohibited by the act from engaging in several types of activity, which are designated as “unfair employment practices.” The most important of these are:

1. Failing or refusing to hire or discharging any individual or otherwise discriminating against an individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions or privileges of employment because of such individual’s race, color, religion or national origin; and
2. Limiting, segregating or classifying employees in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex or national origin.

As is customary, the act was drafted broadly to allow further interpretation by the courts on a case-by-case basis, rather than confining the statute to a list of specific practices.

The act established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to administer the provisions of the statute. Any person who believes that he or she has been discriminated against in hire-
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ing or employment practices can file a complaint with the EEOC, which is empowered to investigate the complaint and, if it is justified, seek a remedy either through the process of conciliation or through a court-ordered injunction.

During the 1960s, Title VII proved to be fertile ground for enormous amounts of administrative and judicial litigation. Individuals and civil rights associations were successful in obtaining court decisions prohibiting numerous hiring and employment procedures. Based on these decisions, it is possible to set down some specific guidelines for a club to follow in order to minimize the possibility of difficulties under Title VII. The primary ingredient in all of these is "job relatedness," that is whether or not a particular hiring practice or employment pattern is sufficiently related to the performance of the job in question.

First, check to ensure that the club is not using any tangible materials that make references that might be interpreted as a clue to the applicant's racial or ethnic background. This obviously includes elimination of the "Race" blocks on application forms or employee information forms; also in-house employment guidelines that refer in any way to racial employment patterns or quotas. By extension, remove, if possible, any pictures, statues and so on, depicting minority groups in a derogatory or subservient light.

Second, counsel every person who interviews job applicants to make sure that they do not exhibit bias in regard to dress and grooming styles unique to certain racial or ethnic groups. Again, the watchword here is "job relatedness." An employer can require employees to wear a certain mode of dress or a uniform, if it is applied evenly and is related to a specific job, such as personnel working in the club dining room. But an employer cannot arbitrarily establish a rule on hair length, for example, which has no relation to the performance of a particular job.

Third, re-evaluate your educational standards to reflect what the applicant needs to get the job done. Eliminate requirements for a high school diploma where none is really required or for prior experience where the job can be quickly learned.

Fourth, if standardized tests are now being administered, determine if they can be eliminated. This is one area in which the courts have recently set strict requirements. If written tests will be continued, use skill and aptitude tests, and have the tests validated by qualified testing specialists.

Lastly, if a large percentage of prospective minority group applicants are being interviewed and rejected as compared with whites, institute a system of documented reasons for each rejection.

A recent burgeoning area of litigation under Title VII is that of sex discrimination. A club should take care to ensure that any distinction in hiring practices between males and females be based on bona fide occupational qualifications reasonably necessary in the normal operation of that particular enterprise. These would not include assumptions related to the applicant's sex, for instance, an assump-
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disposable
golf
towels

- NON-WOVEN FABRIC
- NO LOSSES
- NO LAUNDRY PROBLEMS

For samples and information:
Chicopee Mills, Inc.
P.O.Box68, Milltown.N.J. 08850
Offices in leading cities
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